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						Built-in electric stove
					

					5H10M 0050

					5H10M0050

					
					
					
							
										
											
												A energy efficiency class
											

											
												
											

										

									
	
										
											
												Full glass inner door
											

											
												



The inside of the oven door consists of a full glass pane that offers an unobstructed view of the interior and is easy to clean.









											

										

									
	
										
											
												Hot Air
											

											
												Thanks to optimal heat distribution, you can achieve perfect baking and roasting on up to three levels, all at the same time. For energy optimised baking and roasting on just one level, you can use the Eco Hot Air function.
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							Not available on sale

						

					
					
						Output, consumption

	Energy efficiency class: A
	Voltage: 220 – 240 V
	Total connected load: max. 11.1 kW including hob


						
					

					
						
							Oven type, heating type

Built-in stove with 5 heating types:

	Top / bottom heat
	Hot Air Eco
	Hot air
	Circulation grill
	Vario large area grill


						

					
					
						
							Design, comfort

	Quick heating
	Temperature regulation from 50 °C – 275 °C
	Full glass inner door
	Metal handle
	Low window temperature, max. 50 °C
	Cooking chamber volume 66 l
	Flat oven walls with oven racks
	Enamelled cooking chamber
	Removable oven door for easy cleaning
	Oven lighting
	Cooling fan
	Control lamp for operation condition


						

					
					
						
							Dimensions H × W × D

	Appliance dimensions: 59.5 × 59.4 × 54.8 cm
	Installation dimensions: 60.4 × 56.0 × 55.0 cm
	Panel height: 115 mm
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							EAN: 4251003102826
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									Installation instructions

										[image: ] Installation-instructions-5H10M0050.pdf 995 KB


									
									
									Instruction manual

										[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-de.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-en.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-es.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-fr.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-hr.pdf 2 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-it.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-nl.pdf 1 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-sl.pdf 2 MB
	[image: ] Instruction-manual-5H10M0050-sv.pdf 1 MB


									
									
									Technical data sheet

										[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5H10M0050-de.pdf 70 KB
	[image: ] Technical-data-sheet-5H10M0050-en.pdf 70 KB


									
									
									Energy label

										[image: ] Energy-label-5H10M0050.pdf 185 KB
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										[image: ] Technical-drawing-5H26M0050_5H10M0050_5H10K0050.tif 81 KB
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The inside of the oven door consists of a full glass pane that offers an unobstructed view of the interior and is easy to clean.
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													Thanks to optimal heat distribution, you can achieve perfect baking and roasting on up to three levels, all at the same time. For energy optimised baking and roasting on just one level, you can use the Eco Hot Air function.
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